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Abstract: With the rapid development of computer hardware and network systems, virtual reality technology has penetrated into many industries, representing a new application trend from server virtualization to storage virtualization. Virtual reality technology is the core of new research. This article uses MATLAB as the underlying computing environment to study the design of virtual reality interactive applications based on wireless communication technology. This paper proposes an RLMCom model for high-speed communication between domains, which covers the old network protocol stack and domain forwarding, and uses shared memory directly between domains to send and receive data, thereby reducing network communication paths. At the same time, the RLMCom model also provides compatibility with traditional network programming interfaces, allowing users to use high-speed RLMCom communications without modifying existing applications. The experimental results of this work show that the RLMCom model can significantly improve the communication efficiency between departments. The communication throughput rate based on the RLMCom model has reached 258% of TCP communication, and the delay time is about 1/5 of that of ordinary TCP communication.

1. Introduction

With the development and application of computer and electronic technology in mathematical instruments and functions, virtual reality technology can overcome the above limitations. Virtual experiments allow users to use software to simulate and simulate hardware functions. Therefore, there is no need to purchase very expensive laboratory equipment or specify parameters and functions for the laboratory equipment, and it can be easily configured to perform various functions. The combination of network technology and experimental virtual technology realizes the realization of a long-distance multi-course experiment platform. Combining various Web development technologies, an online remote experiment platform has been created, which can fully integrate traditional computer simulation experiments into the computer environment. At present, the remote test platform for communication authorization testing conducted in Japan and abroad was originally designed, and the second phase of development was carried out using the Web Labview server and
MATLAB. Only test content and user configuration settings are the default settings. Then transfer
the client function to the server. On the server side, Labview and MATLAB need to be called to
perform calculations, return data and results graphically, and send them to the client for viewing.
Users may not use the information provided by the software, or they may not be able to combine
them according to experimental requirements to obtain simulation results. This limits the freedom
and flexibility of the experiment. The purpose of this research is to allow users to use relevant data
to create desired shapes on a remote experimental platform according to their own experimental
needs, not limited to their own experiments.

Virtual reality technology allows the therapist to control the delivery of sensory stimulation,
which is a convenient and cost-effective treatment method. Maples-Keller JL reviewed the
development history of virtual reality technology and its application in psychiatric treatment, and
reviewed the existing literature on the effectiveness of applying virtual reality technology to the
treatment of various psychiatric diseases to determine the impact on anxiety or other mental
illnesses. The research on the implementation of virtual reality-based treatments for diseases has
also put forward suggestions on how to incorporate virtual reality into psychiatric treatment, and
discussed the future directions of virtual reality-based treatment and clinical research. However, the
application of virtual reality technology in the treatment of anxiety and other mental illnesses in this
article is only at the theoretical stage and lacks practical operations [1]. Lan L described the
application of virtual reality technology in clinical medicine, especially in the treatment of surgical
pain and mental illness. The common types of VR simulators and their operating principles are
introduced, and clinical effects are also discussed. In addition, the advantages and disadvantages of
using VR technology in various fields are discussed, and future research directions are proposed. It
is undeniable that in the application of virtual reality technology, both doctors and patients can
benefit from this new technology; however, on the other hand, virtual reality technology still has
certain limitations. Modern online distance education overcomes the time and space limitations of
traditional teaching methods, but due to the lack of specific observable and operable experimental
equipment, online education lacks advantages in the knowledge learning process and requires
strong three-dimensional effects and operability [2]. Sang Y designed and implemented an
interactive truck crane simulation platform based on virtual reality technology, and discussed the
structure and operation of the interactive truck crane simulation platform. The interactive truck
simulator platform uses a browser-based structure, Java3D, virtual reality, java, applet, etc. to
develop a Web3D virtual reality learning environment. This learning environment can meet the
needs of many students to learn online at the same time, but the disadvantage is that the strength of
the students’ autonomous learning ability needs to be considered [3].

The innovation of this paper (1) proposes a high-speed model between RLMCom
communication domains, which supports dynamic data migration of shared memory across domains,
effectively reducing network communication paths. (2) The application of virtual reality technology
in wireless communication is studied, interactive communication technology is analyzed, and some
existing problems are discussed.

2. Virtual Reality Interactive Application Design Method Based on Wireless Communication
Technology

2.1 Virtual Reality

(1) The meaning of virtual reality

Virtual reality (VR) is an advanced high-tech technology, with computer technology as the core,
it can create a series of virtual environments (VE) that incorporate realistic visual effects, sounds
and touch effects [4-5]. Users can naturally interact with specific devices, interact and interact with
objects in the virtual world to create exciting visions and experiences similar to the real environment.

(2) The history of virtual reality development

In 1956, the great Morton Highrig invented Sensorama, as shown in Figure 1. Sensorama is an interactive 3D terminal with the latest sensor equipment, which has a built-in 3D technology display, scent generator, stereo speakers and vibration panel [6-7]. Of course, it also looks very large, just like a medical device, it cannot be a major entertainment device.

Figure 1: Sensorama (this picture is borrowed from Baidu Encyclopedia)

In 1961, the world's first screen Headsight [8] was launched. This was developed by Philco, which integrates head-to-head and CCTV surveillance systems, and its development is actually used to display hidden information.

1966 GAF Viewmaster is one of the earliest 3D headsets in the world, as shown in Figure 2. The device can be equipped with two lenses and present a specific 3D effect through the lens to achieve a transparent view, which is more suitable for children's toys from professional 3D audio-visual equipment. In the newer version, audio functions are also added to realize simple multimedia functions [9-10].

Figure 2: GAF Viewmaster (this picture is borrowed from Baidu Encyclopedia)

The Eye Tap in 1980 is indeed a kind of augmented reality device in a sense. It looks similar to Microsoft's HoloLens. It can be docked with a computer camera to display the data on the screen in front of you [11]. Although virtual reality and augmented reality are very familiar to people of this era and know what real virtual reality and augmented reality are Eye Tap has an indispensable significance for the development of virtual reality technology.

The design and installation method of RB2 in 1984 is very similar to today's virtual reality equipment. This is the world's first virtual reality equipment. RB2 is equipped with physical sensing monitoring gloves that can interact with the virtual world [12].

In 1985, NASA developed a head-mounted device with an LCD optical head-mounted display. The structure of today's virtual reality headset is designed to imitate the equipment installed on the NASA head, and then use OLED to replace the LCD display. The purpose is that OLED has lower energy consumption and better display effect than LCD displays [13-14]. Because it is developed to simulate space operations, it is also equipped with a head and hand tracking system to present a more realistic virtual space experience.

In 1995, students from the University of Illinois established a three-sided projection control. People wear three-dimensional liquid crystal shutter glasses to watch virtual reality images in the middle of the three-sided projection, and thus developed CAVE. CAVE's immersive experience effects and scientific research results have greatly promoted modern virtual reality technology [15].

Until 2009, the advent of Oculus Rift brought virtual reality technology back to the eyes of the world [16].
2.2 MATLAB

MATLAB language is the most powerful and dynamic software in the international scientific community today [17-18]. It comes from matrix functions and evolved into a very complete computer language. MATLAB has powerful mathematical functions, convenient and practical design functions and advanced language integration [19]. MATLAB stands for Matrix Lab. In addition to its excellent numerical functions, MATLAB also provides professional-level annotations, word processing, visual modeling and simulation, and real-time control functions. The basic unit of data in MATLAB is a table, and its instruction format is very similar to the format commonly used in mathematical engineering [20-21]. Therefore, using MATLAB to solve the problem is much simpler than using C, FORTRAN and other languages to accomplish the same thing. The application of MATLAB in other fields of science and engineering other than mathematical calculations is also becoming wider and wider, and it has broader application prospects and endless potential. It can liberate users from tedious and meaningless low-level programming, and spend more limited precious time in solving problems, which will undoubtedly improve work efficiency [22]. At present, MATLAB has become the most popular software tool for scientific and engineering calculations in the world. Now MATLAB is no longer just a "matrix laboratory", it has become a new high-level computer programming language with a wide range of applications. Some people call it the "fourth generation" computer language, and it is playing an important role in universities and research departments at home and abroad [23-24]. The function of MATLAB language is becoming more and more powerful, constantly adapting to new requirements and proposing new solutions. It is foreseeable that MATLAB language will maintain its unique position for a long time in the fields of scientific calculation, automatic control, scientific drawing, communication simulation and so on. Especially in the field of communication, MATLAB has obvious advantages, because many problems in the field of communication are to study system performance. The traditional method only has to build an experimental system and use various instruments to measure the required data, which not only needs to spend a lot of money The funds are used for the construction of the experimental system, and the cycle of system construction is long, and the system configuration is also very difficult [25]. With the advent of MATLAB, communication system simulation can be performed through computer simulation. It not only saves the problem of creating a test system, but also is very easy to use. Different system performance can be achieved by inputting parameters [26-27].

2.3 Wavelet Analysis Theory

(1) Wavelet transforms

Wavelet transform is a time-scale analysis method, which has the characteristics of multi-resolution analysis, and can use a fixed window area and a variable resolution format to characterize the local characteristics of the signals in the two video areas [28].

Given a real function $\phi(x)$, if its Fourier transform $\phi(\omega)$ satisfies the following allowable conditions:

$$\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \frac{|\phi(\omega)|^2}{\omega} d\omega < \infty$$ (1)

Call $\phi(x)$ the wavelet mother function.

The translation wavelet is a set of functions that are expanded and translated by the wavelet mother function $\phi(x)$:

$$\phi_{a,b}(x) = |a|^{-1/2} \phi \left( \frac{x-b}{a} \right)$$ (2)
Among them: a, b ∈ R, a≠0. We call “a” is the scale parameter and “b” is the time center parameter.

Continuous wavelet transform is also called integral wavelet transform. If f(x) ∈ L²(R), then its continuous wavelet transform can be defined as:

\[ W_f(a, b) = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} f(x) \varphi_{a,b}(x) \, dx \]  (3)

According to the above formula, the scale a and 1/a of the parameter a correspond to the frequency in a sense, the smaller the scale, the higher the frequency, the higher the scale, the lower the frequency, and the b value shifts the waveform. At any value b, the time window and wavelength window will change with their changes, and the window area will not change.

When continuous wavelets are used in algorithms, they must be discretized. The “a” and “b” of the continuous wavelet are sampled as follows:

\[ a = a_0^j, b = k b_0 a_0^j \]  (4)

Among them, \( a_0 > 1, b_0 \in R; j, k \in Z \). From this, the discrete wavelet can be obtained:

\[ \varphi_{j,k}(x) = a_0^{-j/2} \varphi(a_0^{-j}x - k b_0) \]  (5)

The discrete wavelet transform is:

\[ W_f(j, k) \leq \varphi_{j,k}(x), f(x) \geq \int f(x) \varphi_{j,k}(x) \, dx \]  (6)

If \( a_0 = 2, b_0 = 1 \) is taken, the discrete wavelet at this time becomes an orthogonal wavelet as:

\[ \varphi_{j,k}(x) = 2^{-j/2} \varphi(2^{-j}x - k) \]  (7)

It constitutes the orthonormal basis of space \( L^2(R) \). Meet the following conditions

\[ \langle \varphi_{j,k}, \varphi_{l,n} \rangle = \delta(j - l)\delta(k - n) \]  (8)

At this time, for f(x), there is the following wavelet series expansion:

\[ f(x) = \sum_{j \in Z} \sum_{k \in Z} A_{j,k} \varphi_{j,k}(x) \]  (9)

The coefficient \( A_{j,k} \) in the formula is determined by the formula (10) given.

\[ A_{j,k} = \int f(x) \varphi_{j,k}(x) \, dx \]  (10)

\( A_{j,k} \) is the value of \( W_f(a, b) \) at the point \( \left( 2^j, 2^j k \right) \) formed by the discrete point \( 2^j \) where a takes a binary integer and the discrete point \( 2^j k \) where b takes a binary integer. Therefore, \( A_{j,k} \) is actually a discrete wavelet transform of the signal f(x).

(2) Mallat algorithm

The Mallat algorithm is a component of the wave theory based on the Mallat algorithm principle, and it provides fast and practical applications for the algorithm. This method is suitable for active noise control [29-30].

\( U_{m+1} \) is the low-pass approximation of \( L^2(R) \), and any signal f(x) can be approximately regarded as:

\[ f(x) = \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} D_{m,n} \Phi_{m,n}(x) \]  (11)

In general, \( D_{m,n} \) can be regarded as the sampling value of f(x) according to the period \( 2^{-m} \). Then the process of decomposing \( U_{m+1} \) into \( U_m \) and \( U_n \) can be described as the following equation:
\[ f(x) = \sum_{n=-\infty}^{+\infty} D_{m,n} \phi_{m,n}(x) + \sum_{n=-\infty}^{+\infty} d_{m,n} \psi_{m,n}(x) \] (12)

Among them, \( \phi_{m,n}(x) \) and \( \psi_{m,n}(x) \) are wavelet functions.

For most high-frequency images, certain edges, shapes, and surfaces converge in the normal direction, indicating that the image details have changed. First enter a filter:

\[ g_k = 2^{\frac{k}{2}} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \phi(2x - k) \overline{\phi(x)} \, dx \] (13)
\[ h_k = 2^{\frac{k}{2}} \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \phi(2x - k) \overline{\psi(x)} \, dx \] (14)

Among them: when \( k=0 \), \( h_0 \) is the analysis low-pass filter, \( g_0 \) is the comprehensive low-pass filter; when \( k>0 \), \( h_k \) is the analysis high-pass filter, and \( g_k \) is the comprehensive high-pass filter.

Multiply both ends of formula (12) by \( \phi_{m,j}(x) \) and \( \psi_{m,j}(x) \), and then integrate, and the expressions of the coefficients on the right side can be obtained as:

\[ D_{m,j} = \sum_n D_{m+1,n} \langle \phi_{m+1,n}, \phi_{m,j} \rangle = \sum_n D_{m+1,n} g_{n-2,j} \] (15)
\[ d_{m,j} = \sum_n D_{m+1,n} \langle \phi_{m+1,n}, \psi_{m,j} \rangle = \sum_n D_{m+1,n} h_{n-2,j} \] (16)

Recovery algorithm:

\[ D_{m+1,j} = \sum_n D_{m,n} \overline{g}_{k-2n} = \sum_n d_{m,n} \overline{h}_{k-2n} \] (17)

The above is the mathematical description of Mallat's algorithm.

3. Virtual Reality Interactive Application Design Experiment Based on Wireless Communication Technology

3.1 Design Goals of the RLMCom Model

The proposed RLMCom model needs to achieve the following goals: to greatly improve the inter-domain communication speed without the user's perception. At the same time, it does not modify any behavior of the system, so that users are completely transparent to the behavior of RLMCom.

(1) High speed. Compared with the traditional inter-domain communication method, the RLMCom model has a greatly improved communication speed.

(2) Transparent programming. The application binary interface (ABI) provided by this model for application layer programs should be consistent with the traditional inter-domain communication method, otherwise it will cause great trouble for users to use RLMCom.

(3) Support dynamic migration. Live migration is a feature provided by many virtual machines, but when inter-domain shared memory is used to accelerate inter-domain communication, the dynamic migration of virtual machines will become unavailable. Therefore, it is very important to take corresponding measures to make RLMCom support dynamic migration.

Aiming at the design goal (1), RLMCom uses inter-domain shared memory for inter-domain data communication. By sharing memory, the inter-domain communication speed will be significantly improved than the original inter-domain communication method.

Aiming at the design goal (2), the RLMCom model dynamically intercepts socket system calls to achieve exactly the same ABI as in ordinary network communication. Users can use the RLMCom model transparently without modifying any program code.

For the design goal (3), RLMCom switches the inter-domain shared memory connection to traditional network communication when users are dynamically migrating, so that users can still dynamically migrates virtual machines when using RLMCom.
3.2 RLMCom Model Architecture

(1) Basic principles
In order to achieve the above design goals, a fast communication model between RLMCom virtual machines that supports online migration is introduced. The basic principle of the RLMCom model is shown in Figure 3. The RLMCom model modifies the system calls related to network data transmission and reception, and determines whether the communication destination address is a different virtual machine on the same physical node during data transmission and reception. If yes, use the shared memory to send and receive data, if not, use the traditional network to send and receive data. In the figure, FIFO-1 and FIFO-2 are two first-in-first-out queues based on shared memory between domains. The sender writes data to the queue, and the receiver reads data from the queue.

Figure 3: Basic schematic diagram of RLMCom model

After writing the data, notify the other party through the event channel. The message notification mechanism is used to transmit various events and messages between the communicating parties.

(2) Overall structure
In order to realize this model, the existing virtual machine system and its configuration will be upgraded, and a virtual machine system supporting RLMCom will be created. Similar to the overall structure of the traditional virtual machine system, the system is divided into three parts from bottom to top. The lower layer is the physical hardware of the computer, the middle layer is the virtual machine screen, and the upper layer is the host.

(3) System composition
1) The composition of the host operating system
Based on the existing host operating system structure, an announcement processing module has been added, and the original online migration sub-module has been modified.

①Online migration module
In order to ensure that the inter-domain communication of shared memory is still available during dynamic migration, it is necessary to switch shared memory communication to traditional network communication. Compared with the original online migration program in the host operating system, the modified online migration program ensures that the migrated virtual machine does not use shared memory to communicate with other virtual machines before implementing the dynamic migration.

②Host notification processing module
The host system uses the notification processing module to inform the guest that the system is
about to be migrated, and at the same time, it also receives feedback from the guest. When delivering event notifications, the notification processing module also needs to deliver some data in the event notification, such as shared memory parameters.

2) The composition of the communication acceleration kernel module in the guest operating system (VM)

It is composed of initialization sub-module, system call analyzer sub-module, virtual unit management sub-module and dynamic migration module.

①Initialize the sub-module

After the initialization sub-module successfully starts the VM, the communication acceleration kernel unit of the operating system is loaded, and the boot unit will be activated. First, call the virtual group management subsystem to create a blank virtual group, and then initialize the notification and notification processing sub-module; then use the notification processing sub-module to report its own MAC address and IP address to other virtual machines while letting other virtual machines send their own MAC addresses And the IP address to find all the virtual machines on the machine, then call the virtual machine group management sub-module to put these <MAC, IP> two-tuples into the virtual machine group that is initially initialized; finally call the system call analysis sub-module, open RLMCom inter-domain communication is accelerated.

②Virtual unit management sub-module

The virtual machine group management sub-module maintains an array of all virtual machines on the current physical machine inside the system each item in the array stores a <MAC, IP> two-tuple. When the RLMCom module is loaded, unloaded, and virtual machines are migrated, the virtual group management module will call the notification processing module to notify other virtual machines. The virtual machine that receives the notification will add the corresponding virtual machine to the array or delete it from the virtual machine. When there is a network data sending and receiving request from the user layer, the data sending and receiving module first calls the virtual group management module to determine whether the communicating parties are on the same physical machine.

③System call analyzer sub-module

The system call analyzer subsystem first checks system call requests from network applications and blocks system calls that are not related to network functions. For network calls, first call the virtual group management part to check whether both parties are enabled. The traditional TCP/IP network protocol mechanism of its own physics engine is still used to communicate between VMs on other computers. In order to communicate between VMs on the same computer, the connection management control module or the transmission management module must be called to perform functions such as establishing or terminating a connection or sending data. Thanks to the system call analysis module, the RLMCom model can speed up communication between user domains without changing the application.

④Dynamic migration module

The dynamic migration module is divided into a dynamic migration auxiliary sub-module and an online migration sub-module. The connection and control management subsystem and the data transmission management subsystem call the dynamic migration support subsystem to detect and manage the migration. The online migration sub-module is mainly used to complete the switching of the system on the two channels of shared memory connection and traditional network communication.
4. Design and Analysis of Virtual Reality Interactive Applications Based on Wireless Communication Technology

4.1 Experimental Environment Analysis

(1) Hardware environment:
The hardware environment during the experiment is shown in Table 1:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Hardware environment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cache</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address Sizes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(2) Software environment:
The software environment during the experiment is shown in Table 2.

(3) Specific settings
Here, the third-party reference test program Netperf is selected as the performance test tool of the RLMCom version. The Netperf running server is a network server that listens to client connections, and the client is Netperf for starting network tests on the server. First, establish a control connection between the client and the server to send test configuration data. Once the control link is created and the test configuration data is passed, a test link is created between the client and the server to drive specific traffic patterns to test network performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Software environment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operating system version</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating system kernel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing software</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For TCP network communication, this article sets the following measurement methods: 1) Throughput rate of inter-domain network communication. Use Netperf’s TCP_STREAM method to test. The test parties first establish a TCP connection, and then send network data at the fastest speed through this connection. 2) The delay of inter-domain network communication. Use Netperf’s TCP_RR method to test. The test parties first establish a TCP connection. Then, the client sends the request to the server, and the server sends its feedback to the client after receiving the REQUEST, and the cycle repeats. The test result counts REQUEST/RESPONSE sending and receiving frequency. 3) CPU efficiency of communication. The communication method in the test is still the throughput test method, but the statistics are the CPU usage in the communication and according to the transmitted data and CPU usage to calculate the communication CPU usage efficiency. In addition, in order to ensure the reliability of the data, all data in the test are tested 7 times, and the average value is taken after removing the highest and lowest values.
4.2 Test Results

The throughput test result is shown in Figure 4. The data in the figure is measured using Netperf's TCP_STREAM method. The client continues to send packets of a given size to the server within 10 seconds. In the figure, the horizontal axis is the size of the data packet sent each time in bytes, and the vertical axis is the network throughput rate in Mbps.

Analyzing the curve in the figure, we can find that when the data packet is small, the throughput rate of RLMCom and ordinary TCP communication is not much different. With the further increase of data packets, the throughput rate of the RLMCom method further increased, while the throughput rate of traditional TCP network communication remained basically stable at 10000Mbps. When the packet size reached 13,208 bytes, the throughput rate of the shared memory method reached 258% of TCP communication.

First, we test the delay time of the two communication methods within 1024 bytes. The delay time of the TCP communication method within 1024 bytes is shown in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Packet size(B)</th>
<th>Delay(ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>0.119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>0.121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512</td>
<td>0.121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024</td>
<td>0.122</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The delay time of shared memory communication within 1024 bytes is shown in Table 4:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Packet size(B)</th>
<th>Delay(ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>512</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The delay time of the two communication methods is not obvious within 1024 bytes, but the shared memory communication method is much faster than the TCP communication method. Next, expand the size of the data packet from the original 1-1024 to 512-8192. The network delay test results are shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6. The data in the figure are all measured by Netperf's TCP_RR method, and the statistics are calculated within one second the number of times that the
other party sent REQUEST and received RESPONSE. In the figure, the horizontal axis is the data packet size of Request and Response in bytes, and the vertical axis is the delay in milliseconds. The delay time of TCP communication mode within 512-8192 bytes is shown in Figure 5:

![Figure 5: The delay time of TCP communication at 512-8192 bytes](image)

The delay time of shared memory communication within 512-8192 bytes is shown in Figure 6:

![Figure 6: The delay time of shared memory communication at 512-8192 bytes](image)

To sum up: The latency of shared memory is about 1/5 of that of ordinary TCP communication. When the data packet size is less than 1024, the delay between TCP and shared memory is basically stable. When the data packet is larger than 1024, the delay of TCP increases obviously while the shared memory method is basically stable.

The communication CPU efficiency test results are shown in Table 5 and Table 6. Comparing Table 5 and Table 6 shows that the CPU efficiency of the inter-domain shared memory method is much higher than that of TCP communication. When the packet size is 1024, the communication CPU efficiency of the TCP communication mode is only 20% of the shared memory mode. The CPU efficiency statistics of TCP communication mode are shown in Table 5:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Packet size(B)</th>
<th>CPU efficiency(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>52.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>50.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>45.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>31.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024</td>
<td>18.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4096</td>
<td>41.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The CPU efficiency statistics of the shared memory communication mode are shown in Table 6:
Table 6: CPU efficiency of shared memory communication

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Packet size (B)</th>
<th>CPU efficiency (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>99.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>256</td>
<td>99.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1024</td>
<td>99.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4096</td>
<td>99.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusions

In recent years, virtual reality technology has developed rapidly and has been applied in many fields. This article implements a high-speed domain communication method that supports dynamic migration. This method significantly increases the network bandwidth of the virtual machine while also reducing the CPU time consumed for transmitting unit data, increasing the CPU usage efficiency of network communication, and increasing the scope of application of the inter-domain high-speed communication method. First of all, it is theoretically proved that the RLMCom model is correct and effective. Secondly, the software environment and hardware environment experiment test methods of specific experiments are introduced. Finally, specific experimental data is given, and the experimental data is analyzed. This chapter proves the correctness and efficiency of the RLMCom model on the basis of data analysis, and draws the conclusion that the RLMCom model can greatly improve the performance of inter-domain network communication. However, the existing RLMCom method only implements TCP communication, and does not implement UDP communication, and cannot transmit UDP data. The next step is to implement the RLMCom high-speed communication model for UDP, so that it can play a role in general UDP communication.
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